
 
IL PALMENTO DI FEUDI RESTAURANT  

In addition to the cellar and the Wine Relais, the experience at Feudi del Pisciotto is complete with the on-
site restaurant, Il Palmento di Feudi. Housed in the charming spaces of the ancient 18th century Palmento, 
with a crystal floor overlooking the scenic barrel room of Feudi del Pisciotto cellar, Il Palmento di Feudi 
proposes a gourmet experience of Sicilian ingredients, which are plentiful thanks to the favorable location 
of the estate in which sea and land bring out the best of the island’s produce.  

Awarded by the Gambero Rosso guide “I Ristoranti di Italia 2021” with 2 Forchette, Il Palmento di Feudi 
Restaurant offers a cuisine strongly focused on the territory, based on traditional Sicilian recipes, revised 
with a contemporary hint using also forgotten ingredients. A wide menu, which includes from the simplest 
to the most complex dish, whose aim is to describe Sicily with flair and imagination, while maintaining a 
straightforward, essential style that lures the taste buds. Of course, good food is enhanced by Feudi del 
Pisciotto wines: from the high-quality base line, Baglio del Sole, to the flagship line, the Italian Fashion Top 
Designer Collection, with labels designed by the top fashion brands.  

For those who want to learn the secrets of Sicilian cuisine, the Cooking School Le Cirque at Feudi del 
Pisciotto, managed in collaboration with the iconic American restaurant beloved by celebrities, organizes 
residential courses, spanning from 2-3 days or up to 2 weeks in length, aimed at the discovery of the 
Sicilian Gastronomy.  

 

 
 
 
Il Palmento di Feudi Restaurant 
Open every day, for lunch and dinner, to guests of the estate and the larger public, with 40 seats and space 
capable of hosting events of up to 150 people. 
 
Reservation recommended. Tel +39 0933 1935646  
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